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Introduction
Between Community and the Nation

In 1764 in the town of Matsuzaka in Ise province, a physician and part-time
teacher of poetry and poetics took up the study of a then obscure work. His
name was Motoori Norinaga (1730–1801), and the text that came to consume
him was the Kojiki (Records of Ancient Matters). Dated to 712, the Kojiki tells of the
creation of the Japanese islands by heavenly deities, the sun deity’s command
that her grandchild rule over these islands, and the process by which his descendants established and extended their rule as emperors. Today the Kojiki
is regarded as a legitimating device produced by the early imperial court,
but Norinaga argued that this work, the earliest extant text written in Japan,
recorded oral transmissions handed down from the formative moment of
his country and thus revealed the reality of an original and authentic Japan.
For more than thirty years he labored over the exegesis of the Kojiki, moving
character by character, line by line, producing an annotated version of the
text that he called the Kojikiden (Commentaries on the Kojiki ). In the Kojikiden, Norinaga argued that the Kojiki, correctly read, revealed that Japan—or
sumeramikuni (the imperial land) as he termed it—had once been a harmonious community in which subject and ruler had lived in perfect communion
with each other and with the deities, with no need for laws, institutions,
principles, doctrines, or norms. This natural community gradually disappeared, however, after the beginning of cultural contact with China led to the
introduction of ﬂawed forms of knowledge in the form of Confucianism and
Buddhism. Exposed to ethical principles and political theories, the Japanese
people ‘‘lost’’ the capacity to relate to one another immediately and authentically. The result of the new self-consciousness that emerged was a society
marked by discord and conﬂict, in which social relations were founded on coercion and force. Norinaga asserted that by stripping away these alien inﬂuences, it would be possible to recover the ‘‘real’’ Japan, the idyllic community
of the past.
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The Kojikiden sent shock waves through the intellectual circles of late
Tokugawa Japan, which included Neo-Confucianists, Ancient Studies Confucianists, Shintoists associated with the Suika and Yoshida schools, and
practitioners of what was known as wagaku or ‘‘Japanese studies.’’ From the
time chapters of this work began to circulate in the 1780s, and even more
so after 1790, when its publication began, Norinaga met with both criticism
and acclaim. His readers were astounded by his knowledge of the Kojiki, even
as they were intrigued, confused, or angered by his claims about its meaning. Critics were many, but so too were converts. At the time of his death,
Norinaga’s school in Matsuzaka, known as the Suzuya, had almost ﬁve hundred students drawn from forty-three provinces, and he was recognized as
the leader of the new intellectual practice that had come to be called kokugaku (the study of our country), a term coined to diﬀerentiate it from kangaku
(Chinese studies).1
Like Norinaga, those who associated themselves with this new discourse
took up the study of the handful of texts written in Japan in the eighth and
ninth centuries and argued that these were central to understanding the
nature of Japan as society, culture, and the source of individual identity.
Through repeated acts of interpretation, they attempted to discover the nature of the community that they claimed had existed before writing, history, and memory. Thus kokugaku discourse unfolded through the process
of textual exegesis, philological study, and grammatical explication, and the
interrogation of issues of language and textuality was at the center of this
practice. As a consequence, the conclusions of the kokugaku practitioners
emerge through a complex network of annotated texts, not as straightforward expository prose. But the diﬃculty of this form should not obscure the
issues that concerned them: What is ‘‘Japan’’? How did it emerge and how is
it maintained? What binds those within it together?
It is through the articulation and exploration of these questions that
‘‘Japan’’ began to be constituted as the primary mode of community, one
that transcended and subsumed other sources of identity, such as status,
occupation, religion, region, village, and city. To this point in Tokugawa
Japan, philosophical discussions of community had, for the most part, been
framed by Confucian theory, which explained human society as a network of
interlocking hierarchical social relationships—ruler and subject, parent and
child, husband and wife, teacher and student, and so on—that ideally were
to be infused with benevolence from the superior and respect, even rever-
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ence, from the inferior. When individuals in these various social roles acted
in conformance with the ethical requirements of their position, community
took form. In Confucian analysis, ‘‘Japan’’ had no clearly deﬁned status beyond a set of geographical borders: it was nothing more than a set of superﬁcial ‘‘local’’ variations of universal and transcendent norms, although these
norms were considered by many to be best exempliﬁed in China. Norinaga
and other kokugaku scholars began to question this understanding of the
community by making ‘‘Japan’’ the locus of their discussions.
My use of the term ‘‘community’’ here and throughout this work is informed by the work of scholars such as Cornelius Castoriadus and Etienne
Balibar. Castoriadus has argued that community takes form as the product
of a regime of representation. He uses the term ‘‘social imaginary’’ to describe the domain of signiﬁcations, the array of signiﬁeds, practices, and
symbols, the production of which allows a society to represent itself as a
community of shared interests, beliefs, and ideals.2 Similarly, Balibar has
stated that community ‘‘is based on the projection of individual existence
into a collective narrative, on the recognition of a common name, and on
traditions lived as the trace of an immemorial past (even when they have
been fabricated and inculcated in the recent past).’’ 3 Following Castoriadus
and Balibar, I conceive of community as something that is ‘‘imagined’’ and
thereby constituted through multiple acts of signiﬁcation, representation,
and narration. The goal of this study is to explore this process of production
in relation to a distinct historical moment. In eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury Japan, kokugaku discourse was not an exercise in antiquarianism,
nor an expression of nostalgia, as some accounts have suggested. Rather, it
was a moment of social formation in which one set of representations, one
‘‘imaginary,’’ was beginning to fail and another was taking form.
The context of this transformation is the subject of the ﬁrst two chapters,
in which I explore the social, political, and intellectual context that gave rise
to kokugaku discourse. Chapter 1 examines the ‘‘crisis of community’’ that
began in the second half of the eighteenth century, as economic transformation, famine, and unrest made the politically authorized social divisions of
samurai, merchant, artisan, and cultivator and the geographic divisions of
domain, city, and village increasingly diﬃcult to maintain. As popular unrest in the form of urban riots and rural uprisings increased, the response of
the bakufu (the government of the Tokugawa shogun) and the domainal governments of his chief retainers was to attempt to shore up the boundaries
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upon which their authority depended. But both the dissolution of status and
geographic constraints and the popular questioning of political claims to be
governing ethically proved diﬃcult to curtail.
Implicated in this moment of material and ideological crisis were the
intellectual transformations that occurred in the eighteenth century. Chapter 2 explores this issue by examining how and why the Kojiki and Nihon shoki
(Chronicles of Japan), the two texts that record the ‘‘Divine Age narrative’’ of
Japan’s mythic beginnings, were read in the Tokugawa period. In the early
Tokugawa period, whether viewed as a metaphysical treatise or as a history,
the Divine Age narrative was taken up in ways that aﬃrmed the conceptions
of social and political order that emanated from the political authorities, the
shogun and his vassals, the daimyo. However, in the eighteenth century, a
new awareness of history and a concern for language began to call into question such interpretations of the narrative. As a result, the Kojiki and Nihon
shoki began to be regarded as works that oﬀered a glimpse into a time and
place very diﬀerent from the Tokugawa world.
In his work The Order of Books, Roger Chartier explores the cultural impact
of the circulation of books in early modern Europe. He argues that the rise
of print literature led to the formation of new ‘‘communities of readers’’ and
that these communities came to ‘‘transform forms of sociability, permit new
modes of thought, and change people’s relationship with power.’’ 4 Chartier’s notion of the ‘‘community of readers’’ is a useful one for understanding the nature of kokugaku as a social practice. The Kojikiden established the
Kojiki, in particular, but the other early Japanese texts as well, as important
new objects of analysis. As a result, kokugaku practice came to be centered
around the act of reading and analyzing the ancient texts and the related
processes of producing, circulating, and acquiring commentaries on them.
Today, the Kojiki, Nihon shoki, the poetic anthology called the Man’yōshū (The
Ten Thousand Leaves) and the other texts that preoccupied the kokugaku scholars are canonical works. They are the ‘‘classics’’ of Japanese literature and
thus are available in authoritative standard texts by noted scholars. But in
Tokugawa Japan, these texts were still of shifting and indeterminate value.
Even the question of how to pronounce the Chinese characters that comprised them gave rise to prolonged and heated debate.
In chapters 3 through 6, I examine how the Kojiki and other early Japanese works were read by four very diﬀerent kokugaku scholars. My point of
departure is of course Norinaga’s Kojikiden, the seminal work that was a consistent point of reference for all practitioners of kokugaku in the Tokugawa
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period. From there I turn to explore a series of texts written in the wake of
and in explicit response to the Kojikiden by Ueda Akinari (1734–1809), Fujitani Mitsue (1767–1823), and Tachibana Moribe (1781–1849). Like Norinaga,
these authors took as their object the Kojiki and the other ancient texts and
through their exegesis sought to explain ‘‘Japan’’ by interrogating the nature of political authority in relation to the world of the Divine Age narrative
and by describing what cultural identity as ‘‘Japanese’’ meant for the individual subject. Some scholars have characterized the kokugaku of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth century as either politically unengaged or
as consistent with the Tokugawa social and political order, but I argue that
in this period kokugaku scholars were profoundly implicated in questioning
the distribution of power within their society.5
For those familiar with the modern Japanese literature on kokugaku, the
decision to focus on works by Akinari, Mitsue, and Moribe will undoubtedly seem an odd one. In the major works on kokugaku produced in modern
Japan, these authors do not ﬁgure greatly, if at all. Overwhelmingly, studies
have focused on the work of what were termed the ‘‘great men’’ of kokugaku.
Adopting a narrative of ‘‘development’’ or ‘‘evolution,’’ the modern histories
of kokugaku describe how in the mid-Tokugawa period Keichū (1640–1701)
and Kada no Azumamaro (1669–1739) began to study the early Japanese texts
in the midst of an intellectual world dominated by Confucianism.6 However,
it was not until the Man’yōshū studies of Kamo no Mabuchi (1697–1769) that
Confucian paradigms of interpretation, in which history and literature were
evaluated in light of their ethical value, were set aside. Then, in his work
on the Kojiki, it is said, Norinaga ﬁnally succeeded in resurrecting the preConfucian worldview of the ancient Japanese, which was then popularized
and politicized by his self-proclaimed student, Hirata Atsutane (1776–1843),
in the 1830s and 1840s.
As this genealogy suggests, there is an important and ongoing national
narrative in which kokugaku is valorized as the intellectual movement that
marked the emergence of Japanese national consciousness in the late eighteenth century. As a consequence, the early modern discourse has come to
be profoundly implicated in the modern Japanese discourses on the nation
and nationness. This understanding of kokugaku began to take form in the
late nineteenth century in the aftermath of the Meiji Restoration of 1868, the
political revolution that overthrew the Tokugawa shogun, returned the emperor to power, and marked the beginning of Japan’s transformation to a
modern nation-state. For ﬁgures such as Haga Yaichi (1867–1927) and Mu-
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raokaTsunetsugu (1884–1946), scholars who began to deﬁne the content and
method of the modern academic disciplines of national literature and intellectual history in the late Meiji period, Norinaga’s work marked the point of
beginning for the modern humanistic study of the nation, a study in which
they themselves were also involved as professors in Japan’s new universities. They praised the ‘‘objectivity’’ and rigor of his analysis and embraced
the objects of inquiry that he deﬁned. The result was the acceptance of the
problematic notion that an original and authentic Japan was recoverable as
a set of unique and enduring cultural values, including reverence toward the
imperial house based upon its claim of divine descent and a ‘‘national character’’ that was diﬀerent from and superior to that of any other people. In
the 1930s and during the war years, the privileging of kokugaku reached new
heights in the hands of Yasuda Yojūrō and the other members of the Japan
romantic school, who engaged in a ‘‘revolt against the West’’ by celebrating
the uniqueness of Japanese culture, which Norinaga was said to have rediscovered and preserved.7
In the aftermath of World War II, the centrality of kokugaku in intellectual discourse on national identity continued, but now some scholars identiﬁed it as the source of Japan’s descent into militarism, war, and defeat. The
most inﬂuential of these critiques was Maruyama Masao’s Nihon seiji shisōshi
kenkyū (Research on Japan’s Political Thought, 1952).8 In this work, Maruyama traces the intellectual character of the modern emperor system back
to eighteenth-century kokugaku and argues that the antirational impulses
he perceives as ordering this discourse prevented a truly critical intellectual
ethos from developing in Japan. This failure, Maruyama asserts, ultimately
contributed to Japan’s descent into fascism. A similar argument is made in
Saigō Nobutsuna’s Kokugaku hihan (A Critique of Kokugaku, 1948). Saigō argues that the method of Norinaga’s Kojikiden was characterized by a set of
philological, historical, and ethnological fallacies that produced and sustained a ‘‘passive,’’ ‘‘antiprogressive,’’ and ‘‘conservative’’ political subject.9
In the same vein, Matsumoto Sannosuke has stated that ‘‘kokugaku thought
was an important source for the imperial ideology of the nation. I think that
the notion of politics in kokugaku and the logic which supported it is the
model for the politics and logic of national ideology after the Meiji period.’’ 10
Writing in the 1970s, however, Haga Noboru, the pioneering social historian of kokugaku, criticized the perspectives of Maruyama and Saigō. According to Haga, only by ‘‘making the study of kokugaku independent from
‘politics’ ’’—that is, from the political uses to which it was put in the pre–
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World War II period—and placing it back within ‘‘popular history’’ (minshūshi), does the true meaning of the discourse become apparent. Haga states,
‘‘In fact, kokugaku was not only a movement that occurred in Japan. It took
form within the context of the ethnic movements for independence and the
movements against colonization in East Asia in the second half of the nineteenth century.’’ 11 As this statement suggests, Haga’s interest is in the kokugaku of the so-called Bakumatsu period, the ﬁnal decades of Tokugawa rule
that followed the forced ‘‘opening’’ of the country in 1854. In contrast to the
‘‘unpolitical’’ kokugaku of Norinaga, Haga characterizes Bakumatsu kokugaku as ‘‘political’’ but in terms very diﬀerent from Maruyama and Saigō: it
was not ‘‘narrow’’ and exclusionary’’ but rather a ‘‘modern’’ and ‘‘humanistic’’ popular movement for ethnic self-determination.12
What unites both prewar and postwar scholarship on kokugaku then is
the assumption of continuity and therefore explanatory power vis-à-vis modern Japanese national identity. Of course, the assessment of the ethicality of
this nationalism has changed dramatically, from natural and beneﬁcial before the war, to abnormal and virulent in its aftermath, and then in Haga’s
work, to modern and enlightened once again. My decision to approach kokugaku by abandoning the genealogy of ‘‘great men’’ and the narrative of
development it instantiated is tied to the second purpose of this work. In
addition to exploring the political meaning of kokugaku in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, I also reconsider the relation between
the kokugaku discourse on ‘‘Japan as community’’ and the modern Japanese
sense of nationness.
The origin of national identities is of course an issue that has long been
pursued by historians, sociologists, and political scientists. In 1882 Ernest
Renan delivered a talk before the Sorbonne, ‘‘What Is a Nation?’’ that still
reverberates through contemporary discourse on the nation and nationalism. In it, Renan moved methodically through the various deterministic explanations of the formation of national communities then current in late
nineteenth-century Europe. Race, language, dynastic principles, religious
aﬃnities, economic interests, and geographical boundaries are taken up, but
each is dismissed in turn by means of reference to speciﬁc nations, the histories of which call into question any attempt to identify a general principle
of nation formation. Renan concluded that ‘‘a nation is a soul, a spiritual
principle. . . . [It is] a large-scale solidarity, constituted by the feeling of the
sacriﬁces that one has made in the past and of those that one is prepared
to make in the future.’’ 13 In recent years, authors such as Eric Hobsbawm,
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Benedict Anderson, and Homi Bhabha have focused on the ‘‘constituted’’ nature of the nation, by analyzing the processes by which the nation as a form
of community and a mode of individual identity is produced and inculcated
as real by means of speciﬁc political, social, and cultural practices in the context of the modern nation-state.14 Thus Anderson explores the role of the
print media in producing what he calls the ‘‘imagined community’’ of the nation, Hobsbawm examines the use of ‘‘invented traditions’’ to create a sense
of a shared past and common culture, and Bhabha writes of the power of
narrative to create a sense of nationness.
The notion that Japanese national identity was constituted in the modern period and then that moment of production was forgotten, hidden, or
silenced, has oriented much recent work on Meiji Japan. In her study of Meiji
ideology, Carol Gluck analyzes the role that nongovernmental ﬁgures, the
civil (minkan) ideologues as she terms them, played in the production and
diﬀusion of national identity in the late nineteenth century.15 More recently,
Takashi Fujitani has focused on the immediate post-1868 period and explored the role that state rituals, ceremonies, national holidays, and public
buildings played in creating and inculcating mass nationalism. While Fujitani suggests that there may be early modern antecedents to the modern
nation, citing in particular Harry Harootunian’s work on kokugaku, he describes this phenomenon as an ‘‘inchoate and scattered sense of identity’’
that was transformed or ‘‘channeled’’ by the Meiji leadership into a modern nationalism.16 My work departs from that of Fujitani and follows that
of Harootunian in that it is precisely the discourse on Japanese identity that
predates modern nationalism that I seek to interrogate. Prasenjit Duara has
criticized the many recent studies of nationalism that deploy the terms ‘‘invented’’ and ‘‘imagined’’ to describe the nation in order to suggest that modern national consciousness necessarily represents a ‘‘radical discontinuity’’
with the past.17 Duara describes such works as ‘‘ahistorical’’ and argues instead that there are complex and multiple relations between premodern representations of community and the modern nation precisely because ‘‘modern nationalism seeks to appropriate these pre-existing representations into
the mode of being of the modern nation.’’ 18 In his study of the formation of
the modern Greek nation, Stathis Gourgouris makes a similar point when
he states that ‘‘the nation goes so far as to borrow from [the] archegonous
‘prehistorical’ narrative precisely those elements that . . . make possible the
notion of ‘the national community,’ the political hypostasis of modern nation and state.’’ 19
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One scholar who has articulated the importance of prenational aspects
of community for the formation of the nation is Etienne Balibar. The study
of these elements, he suggests, would allow for the writing of the ‘‘prehistory’’ of the nation. Balibar succinctly delineates the diﬀerence between such
a ‘‘prehistory’’ and the writing of the linear history of the nation:
First, it consists of a multiplicity of qualitatively distinct events spread
out over time, none of which implies any subsequent event. Second,
these events do not of their nature belong to the history of one determinate nation. They have occurred within the framework of political
units other than those which seem to us today endowed with an original ethical personality. . . . And they do not even belong to the history
of the nation-state, but to other rival forms (for example, the ‘‘imperial’’
form). It is not a line of necessary evolution but a series of conjunctural
relations which has inscribed them after the event into the prehistory
of the nation form.20
It is as a ‘‘prehistory’’ of the nation form, in the sense that Balibar uses
that term, that I view the kokugaku discourse of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century. The ‘‘Japan’’ of which the kokugaku scholars spoke and
the forms of community they envisioned do not evolve into, or produce, or
explain modern Japanese ‘‘nationness.’’ It is precisely to foreground the lack
of linearity that I use the term ‘‘Japan as community’’ to describe the object of Tokugawa kokugaku practice, even at the risk of some awkwardness.
Beginning in the 1880s, modern scholars would insist that the ‘‘Japan’’ of
which Norinaga spoke was the nation-state Japan had become, and thus they
termed kokugaku a discourse on Japan as nation, but I want to maintain a
sense of distance and unfamiliarity. On the other hand, I do not mean to deny
that there is a relationship between this discourse and that on the nation that
emerged in the 1880s. As we shall see, the kokugaku discourse of the Tokugawa period provided a new vocabulary and a new set of epistemological
strategies that were used to ‘‘think the nation’’ in the Meiji period.21
The project of writing the prehistory of Japanese nationness requires the
disruption of the genealogy of ‘‘four great men’’ that has ordered so much
of modern scholarship on kokugaku and which made possible the production of the narrative of development that is at its center. It was with this aim
that I chose to juxtapose Norinaga’s Kojikiden with the work of what are generally regarded as minor or marginal ﬁgures. Ueda Akinari, Fujitani Mitsue,
and Tachibana Moribe are kokugaku scholars who appear for the most part

